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The dominant magnetic feature is a north*south trending anomaly* '

which nay be correlated with a diabase dyke outcrop on the louth boundary 

of tiie claim group* A second narrower diabase dyke probably out* across the 

southwestern corner of the group* From rather limited geological information 

gleanod from government reportn, it is evident that th* dial* group is located 

along the contact aone between andesite and an intrusive granitef the andesiteS 

occupying the eastern section with the granite intruding then on the west* 

In general the granite is distinguished trm the baeio volcanics by its lower 

magnetic base level.

Structural deformations are difficult to trace due to the rather 

limited extent of the survey. Two interruptions in the diabase dyke, however, 

may represent faults. While the contact between the granite and the basic 

lavas is probably irregular, it is believed that these irregularities art do*
f !

? to the intrusive nature of the granite rather than folding*

The/electromagnetic survey of the claim group suggests the present*
' *" ' t p '

of a north-south striking conductor in the eastern portion of the area* Us*
t

exact location cannot bo pin-pointed due to the lack of crossovers* It is 

believed that this somewhat phantom conductor represents a north-south shear 

or fracture zone. It is therefore probably post mineralisation and consequently 

of little interest economically.
?

l The geophysical surveys over the property have failed to Indicate '\ 
any outstanding features indicative of sulphide mineralisation. The property

/ha* not Men napped by company geologists however, so the next step in the 

• f' exploration program would logically be mapping of the surface outcrop, and
; X

a limited amount of shallov trenohing in areas of shallov overburden. Th*s* 

areas are defined by the magnetic data and may be selected by examination of 

the sharp anomalies shown on the contoured data* Any further work will depend 

upon the results of the geological investigation*



Introduction

Bight claims in Concessions I and li* Lota 10 and 11* Jamieson 

township! Porcupine Mining Division, Province of Gbtario vara optioned ty 

the Dominion Gulf Company from Mr. Harold Wallingfard IB Sovember* 1995* 

Although rook outcrops are available for study in the southern part of the 

claim group, the northern section appears to be entirely covered by over* 

burden* The group is known to be in an area which is favourable for base 

natal mineralisation, the Kom-Xotla ore body and the Jamieson shoving lying 

only short distances away, Ho evidenoo of mineralisation has been observed 

in the few outcrops examined* Thus geophysical methods Rust be employed 

in order to explore the property. A ground electromagnetic survey has been 

conducted over the entire property* A magnetometer survey is now in progress* 

Jn order to satisfy assessment requirements* it has been necessary to divide 

the magnetometer survey into two units of which this report will cover the 

three southwesterly claims P-36005* P-36006, and P-36007.

Picket lines were out at approximately 200 foot intervals over the 

three claim group, Two tie lines we;* added at the north and south ends of 

the group to provide map control. An Aakania Sohmldt-type vertical force 

magnetic balance having a sensitivity of about ?0 gammas per scale division 

was used in the survey* Magnetic stations were observed at 50 foot Intervals 

along all of the picket lines in the ^roup, In all. a total of 603 stations 

were observed on 5*8 miles of picket line*
* -   . -,,, ____ ,JJ. mam.*.juifcfca ^.

The basic data were observed and reduced by a Dominion Gulf Company 

magnetometer crew under the direction of R* Hodgins* On completion of the 

survey, the basic data together with field maps and sketches were transmitted 

to the Toronto office of the Dominion Gulf Company for further processing and 

interpretation* The basic data, together with isomagnetic contours and Inter 

pretation are presented on a map harling a scale of l inch equals 200 feetf 

accompanying this report.
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The Boat prominent feature on the magnetic nap la a north-south 

trending anomaly having a peak intensity of about 2500 gaimnas above bma* 

level* Thia anomaly DI coincidee with a diat^ase dyke on the southern 

boundary of. the claim group* Batted on the peak intensity, the apparent width 

and the known depth to the upper aurfaoe of the dyke, a susceptibility of .00? 

C* Q. 3. unite was obtained for the diabase* Ihis is in line with other 

diabase susceptibilities obtained in the area and infers the presence of 

about 2J& magnetite in the dyke* The dyke appears to teroinate abruptly in 

the northern half of olaia P*36007* *here ia no evidence to suggest that
i

thejlykA..As offset and resumes its northerly course at eoae point exterior 

to the claim group* A sin 'l* line of data obtained along the line between 

Concessions I and II, one claim to the north, restricts diabase dykes to 

two locations, one to the east which is known to be continuous to the 

JaBiescnoQodfrey township line In Lot 10, and one to the west which. When 

considered in the light of information to the north, and outcrop data 

isanediately west of this dal* group, strikes into the southwestern corner 

of the claia group.

In a tend*, the choice of picket line direction ixf this area is 

very unfortunate, since the north-south lines tend to discriminate against 

adequate definition of north-pouth trending features* While it is true that 

the north-south dyken are of littlo interest economically, they have been very 

useful in determining structural relationships ia the area, A typical example 

of the lack of definition of the north-south features is-observed along the 

course of anomaly DI. The dyke aotually strikes a few degrees west of north 

so that in all a total of four lines are affected in part by the magnetic 

field of the dyke. Consequently, a maxima value is obtained



on eexh line, which gradually gives way to a rcaadmutt on the neighbouring lines* 

The result is a dyke which appears to move westerly in quite an abrupt fashion 

as each line takes over control* In addition the width of the dyke met be 

largely inferred from the contour pattern developed between points 200 feet 

apart. The contour pattern difficulty is particularly noticeable in the 

southwestern part of the olaira group. A diabase dyke D2 it known to outcrop 

about ?00 feet vest of the claim group on the extension of the Ola!* line 

between P-36006 and P-36007. This dyke strikes toward the Olain group sad 

apparently cuts the vost boundary of the group about 200 feet north of the 

Kaaiekotia Road. A "la^netio anotnaly having an intensity of about 1500 ganaas 

above base level is encountered at this point* This anomaly however, has 

been contoured to develop an east-west trend due to the presence of a strong l 

local anomaly which appears to lie on or close to an andesite outcrop on 

line 42+OOE. The magnetic base level south of these two features is mush 

higher than any other part of the claim group. The local highs nay be 

explained by topographical relief in tho bod rock but the overall increase 

in base level mat be explained by raeans of an increased susceptibility or 

remanent magnetisation. Much of the base level increase may be accounted 

for if dyke D2 is extended southward through the Bone as shown on the 

accompanying map. It is interesting to note that a calculation based on 

the previously computed susceptibility for diabase (*007 C* O* 3* units) 

and the intensity of magnetisation at a point 250 feet north of the Kamis 

kotia Road on line 39+-60 E, gave an overburden depth of 25 feet for a dyke 

80 feet wide. This is quite reasonable and suggests that the susceptibility 

factor is not greatly in error.

In this regard, a number of points on the nap have been narked by 

stars. The areas so designated are believed to represent cones of rook out 

crop or near outcrop. The selection of these areas is based upon extremely 

sharp magnetic gradients and could therefore represent near surface boulders 

rather than rock outcrop or shallow overburden.



anomaly* This high nay represent an andesite romani caught up in the gran* 
itio intrusive.

Zone 02 le a second magnetically low aone intruding andesite ara* 
Al* This tone would probably be omitted from the interpretation if it was 
not known that granite was in oontaot with diabase dyke DI on the Jamieson* 
Godfrey township line. The magnetic data Bakes it poislble to extend tbl* 
outorop ares a short distance to the north-east.

Structural relations in the area are rather obseure. There 10 
sone evidence for a fault offsetting the northern aegnent of diabase dyk* 
DI near the olaija line between P-36006 and P-36007. *hig fault intersects 
another diabase dyke, one claim east of this group and oausea a ohange of 
direction in the trend of the dyke* It is parallel to a number of other 
faults in the area* The abrupt termination of diabase dyke DI also suggests 
a fault, bat no corroborative evidence can bo found*

An electromagnetic survey of the property failed to disolose 
any claar-out conductors. Reverse crossovers on linos 43+00 B and 46*00 E 
however, suggest the possibility of A north-south conductor lying east of 
diabase dyke DI. The location of this conductor howew* is not defined* 
It could represent a north-south fraoture zone, and if so* is probably of 
little importance, there is no evidence of suoh a break on this olaia group 
froa the magnetic data*

J. H. aatoliffe.
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  In an attempt to translate the magnetic data into geological ternsi 

the claim group has been subdivided into magnetic units. Stone Al along the 

eastern side of the major diabase dyke DI has been selected aa a unit because 

of Its rather uniform base laval of about 400 gajmas* Increases in magnetic 

intensity in this ama Day be attributed primarily to bed rook topography, 

the nore magnetic regions corresponding to areas of relatively light over 

burden or rook outcrop. A single outcrop falling in the southeastern corner 

of the claim group indicates that this zone is probably underlain by volcanic 

rooks of ande&ltio composition*

Zona A2 in the southwestern corner of the claim group has been 

described previously with regard to its increase in base level, and the 

lack of uniqueness in the magnetic contours due to the station spacing* 

TWO outcrops in the area, in the vicinity of the Kamiskotia Road, however, 

suggest that this zone la underlain by andesitio volcanics also, the 

increase in magnetic base level is possibly due in part to secondary 

magnetite formed by alteration of ferromagnesian minerals by granitic 

rooks intruding the area from the west, and, also, in part by increased 

remanent magnetization due to realignment of the elementary magnetite 

particles during the period of heating associated with the granite mass. 

As before, looal highs nay be oaueed by bedrock topography, the magnetic 

intensity increasing ovor zones of shallow overburden*

Area 01 along the western flank of diabase dyke PI, is character 

ized by a marked decrease in magnetic base level* The Bone is quite uniform ' 

magnetically, the values ranging from about zero to 250 gammas. This area 

has been attributed to a granitic intrusive which outcrops a short distance 

west of claims P-36006 and P-36007. A looal gone of high lying in the north 

western corner of P-36006 lies less than 50 feet east of the granite outcrop 

area, and nay reflect the very shallow overburden in this area* The peak 
intensity, however, requires an increase in susceptibility to aooount for the
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l* Doninion Qulf Company Report, Reconnaissance Geologyi Hobby Jamieson

and Godfrey Townshipsi Poroupina-Kirkland Area, Ontario* by C. G* Macintosh) 

datad March 6, 1954* with associated naps and references.

2. Ontario Department of Mines Map, No 195^-i, Township of Godfrey,

District of Cochrane, Ontario, by K. Hogg, scale l inch a 1000 feott

l* Dominion Qulf Company Map, Qround Magnetons ter Siffvey, Jaaieeon I,

(3 Claim Portion), Jamieson IWp*, Province of Ontario, Scale ln * 200 feet, 

dated Peb* 15, 1956.
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